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Pontefract to Fotheringhay  2010                             Martaʼs journal

Day one: Wednesday 21st July 2010   From Sandal Castle to Pontefract

It is really happening! We assemble at Wakefield Westgate Station and onto the bus
where Pam begins her daily task of counting heads. People have arrived from all over the
UK and further: Pat and Fletcher from Canada, Ed from Scotland, Stephanie from Sussex,
Margaret, Marta, Lesley, Jeff, Shirley and Kate from Wakefield, Martyn from London,
Ellen and George from Litchfield, Annette and June from Leicester, Philip from Sheffield.

2pm: To Sandal Castle. Here we are welcomed by many more people: some, members of the
Historical Society; others, members of the public who have heard of this event.  Phil gives
each traveller white files containing day-by-day itineraries, maps, and much more: we are
all feeling this is going to be serious historical work.

 Our Pam gives the first talk: this one on
the history of Sandal Castle, its function
and its excavations.  Richard Knowles
gives a full talk on the Battle of
Wakefield. I look around and see our
visitors duly impressed by the calibre of
our speakers, whom we know so well.

From the Castle we walk to the Monument
to Richard Duke of York in Manygates
Lane and then on to the Chantry Chapel on
the Bridge, where Kate Taylor gives her
talk.
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The scene is set: even big black clouds hover in the sky while we remember the day, at the
end of December 1460, when Richard and his youngest son were killed.

On to Pontefract now and to the places where some of us are spending the night. Even the
lady checking us in at the B & B is curious about our plans.

6pm: To St Giles for the first of our
evening services. The first impression is
overwhelming: could it really be true that
so many people want to come to hear and
witness and share with us?  The Canon is
dressed in beautiful vestments, the
incense is used generously, the procession
walks up the aisle and for the first time I
see Phil and Pam carry the banner and the
helm and then place them in front of the
Altar. I have to fight back tears.  The
Cantor has not arrived and we have to say
the Vespers all together. But the Service is still very meaningful and, notwithstanding
Canon Bob making jokes around the fact that he is from Lancaster, his prayers for the
present wars and the young soldiers killed, for the Queen and her Government and for
“our” Richard create once more an aura of sadness and serious endeavour.

Wine and nibbles follow and then the talk. This one is the presentation by Phil - the one I
already know but which is still very interesting and fresh. It is an introduction to our
future days.  I appreciate the linking with the locality in which the presentation is now
given.  It is an excellent talk on the planning of funerals, their meaning in the medieval
world, the volatile situation in the country at large, the Wars of the Roses, the shifting
alliances, the life of the nobility and the peasantry.  The audience is very appreciative and
many look forward to tomorrow’s events still here in St Giles.

Day  two: Thursday 22 July 2010        From Pontefract to Doncaster

The local Archaeological Society members, Eric
Houlder and David Wilcox, enthusiastically
ready to show us their treasures, take us
around the town and into the Hermitage
(1386).  We learnhad happened to it from being
sealed off at the Dissolution to the present
day.  We move on to Pontefract Castle for a
very comprehensive excursion through its
history and its importance. Many ghosts from
the past come alive. After a quick visit to the

Museum we return to the Church of St Giles.
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The Requiem Mass has attracted many more people and the Procession is once again very
moving. The Mayor, the Bishop and the Lord Lieutenant are here: the Church, the Queen,
the government are well represented; I think about the religious, political and popular
meaning of the funeral we are remembering, about the intrinsic interlinking of these three
levels in the medieval mind.  

The Bishop’s sermon is very poetic and meaningful: I hope we will get the text.  He does
raise the question of the funeral in 1476 being used as propaganda but he takes us into
Shakespeare’s “Henry VI Part 3” when Richard returns the paper crown on having received
the bloody handkerchief that confirms the death of his son. He invites us to think about a
chain of extraordinary events in connection with another pilgrimage some years ago (which
remembered Augustine’s arrival in England in 597, one thousand and four hundred years
before) and to ask the question of why we do it, why do we remember? The tears of
Richard in “Henry VI” touch us because each death diminishes us all and as we remember
the dead, we remember and pray for all who died in the hope and promise of eternal life.

I am beginning to feel very grateful to all we encounter on our way: they take us seriously
and give us so much food for thought.  I am aware a lot of preparation has gone into this
event: a medieval Requiem Mass is not something one can improvise!

2pm: We are sent off, and promptly our friends from the Archaeological Society are
looking after us again, and many more have joined to share the rest of the afternoon with
us. Eric takes us down to the heart of the Saxon town at the other side of the Castle from
where we were this morning, to the Parish Church of All Saints and on to the field where
the Cluniac Monks started the Priory of St John.  Here the bodies of Richard and his son
were interred. (En route we are shown the place of another hermitage, this one for a
female anchoress.)  Eric describes his love for this place, where as a young man he started
digging. His enthusiasm is limitless and by now also many in our group have started to share
their knowledge of medieval history and archaeology.
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In the bus for a while: this could well have been the route of the funeral and later on, we
walk a short way into Wentbridge.  At Womersley a warm welcome and a true English tea is
prepared for us by the ladies of the Church: I love this old church, with so many artefacts
from all over Europe and the tomb of the crusader knight (1278). We could certainly stay
much longer but we are off to reach our next destination: more distribution of people to
their hotels, more collecting them again for the evening events.

6pm: Another warm welcome at St Peter in
Chains Catholic Church in Doncaster from the
congregation, the priests and the music
teacher, who has us all singing the Vespers of
the Virgin Mary. It is my turn to take the
helm in the procession and place it in front of
the Altar, a symbolic act that seems to
confirm my commitment to what is becoming
more of a pilgrimage day by day. The words of
Father Gus also reiterate the meaning of

remembering Richard who now becomes “our local lad”; and to stress this he will give us a
copper plate engraving of Conisborough Castle.

We are then treated to an excellent
talk about the refurbishment of the
Shrine of the Virgin of Doncaster,
whose fame in medieval England spread
far.  Roderick Flint, the Shrine’s
Guardian, connects it with Edward IV’s
patronage. The present window is rich
with symbols which link the story of
the Shrine with the families of its
patrons, both Lancaster and York.
(Later on we ask the speaker to let us
have his presentation for our
archives.)
We also walk through the garden
attached to the chapel before going
into the parish hall for our second
talk. Tonight: Paul Hindle on medieval
roads and travel. The big audience
confirms how well known the speaker
is. The talk is very well illustrated with
maps and statistics, which prove the
great mobility in medieval times of
Kings, Bishops and traders, and how
well recorded their movements were.
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Day three: Friday 23 July 2010 From Doncaster to Blyth

Operation reburial is going very smoothly: travellers are collected from their overnight
accommodation and more are met at the station; another Margaret joins us from the south
of England, another sharp mind, who knows her Plantagenets as if they were her relatives.
Later I will often sit down with her and have fascinating conversations on political
landscapes from medieval times to our own days.

We move on into the centre of Doncaster to visit the
Mansion House. We are expected and greeted. A
volunteer takes us round, explaining with typical South
Yorkshire humour the functions and the artefacts of
each room. The Mansion House was built at the time
when the people of the town wanted to show its
richness and the portraits of the magnates are there
to confirm it.

A window, recently erected, is full of stained glass
symbols which connect well with the times of our
project - amongst them the owl for the Savile
family - the yellow and blue colours  for the De
Warennes – the helmet for peace - the helmet
upside down for Civil war - the Raven for the
Nordic invasion - the royal eagle for the Romans -
the Norman helmet for the Normans - other
symbols for shipbuilding, mining and the railways,
the symbols for the Navigation of the Don and the
Wharf in Marshgate.  We see the two roses and
the planta genista, and the portcullis, the heraldic
symbol for Margaret Beaufort, mother of Henry
VII, which also signifies that the House has been
built on what was the land of the Carmelite friary.

We leave the Mansion House to walk with Phil along the High Street down towards the
“better end” of town noticing the changing architecture. Then on the bus to Conisborough
Castle.

At Conisborough it is our good luck to have an excellent guide, Stephen Brindle from
English Heritage, who kindly comments on our project for the “imaginative” way in which
we are commemorating the battle of Wakefield and its famous Duke.

Conisborough is still poorly understood: was there a Saxon castle, before? Why is the
village on higher ground? We are taken through the history of the place from the Norman
invasion, when William de Warenne is given lands in various parts of England, to Hamelin
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the 5th earl who had the keep built in an innovative round style. The family still had lands
and properties at Dieppe and the yearly travels between Norfolk, Yorkshire and France
are well documented. So are the architectural similarities with French castles.

By 1537 Conisborough was in ruins.
Excavations, started in 1960, revealed
the importance of this formidable place
(and the meaning of the four castles in
this area Pontefract, Tickhill, Sandal
and Conisborough). We enter the keep
with the hall on the first floor and once
in the bedroom above we marvel at the
capacity of our guide to recite the
genealogy of “our Richard”, who may
well have been born in this room, as if
he was reciting a poem. For some in the

group this has been the best moment so far, especially when Phil drapes our banner from
the top of the Keep!

Wonderful sunny moments in Braithwell Garden
Centre for lunch and then to Roche Abbey.  The
romantic atmosphere of these ruins captivates all
of us and happily we walk and wonder.

Our next destination is Blyth where we walk along
the Village before getting ready for Vespers. Our
two ladies from Leicester will leave us now -
hopefully we will see them again at Fotheringhay.

6pm: In the Church at Blyth everything is surprising: the number of locals attending is
overwhelming. The music, the plainsong, the female voices and the cantor create a divine

atmosphere. After the
service the food
provided is beyond
imagination. The
children of Blyth
Primary School have
created a display: one
white rose for each
child and their thoughts
about Richard
Plantagenet: the whole
experience is quite
moving. And the priest
is called Richard.
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The best is still to come: the talk! “Seeing salvation and sacred imagery at Blyth Parish
Church” by Jenny Alexander.  Jenny introduces her theme with the history of the place:
how the Benedictine monks would have built it as a place of hospitality with a tower as a
beacon for the travellers (and still the tradition of hospitality is very alive). She describes
the original Priory church and the growth of the Parish church until the monks retreated
behind the wall on which now we can see the magnificent 15th century Doom painting.

After a description of what we see in the painting, she wonders at the reason for it. Were
such scenes meant only to scare people? We are asked to imagine the effect these
paintings would have had on the medieval visitor who would have stared for long in front of
them, to memorize them and to use them for contemplation. We need to think of how
differently our minds work now to appreciate the way in which art participated in the
devotion of medieval people. Examples from images of saints on wooden panels here in this
church show how images of saints represented important beliefs, feelings and emotions,
immediately recognized by the viewer: Saint Agatha representing pain, Saint Barbara who
refuses to marry a pagan, Saint Ursula who represents protection and so on. Art was a
message. Illustrations were also used in an educative way to show how concentration
creates the spiritual place for religious and emotional experience. Likewise the sculptures
on the Tombs were meant to remind the viewer of the position in life of the dead person,
of their deeds, piety and devotion, and of their intention to have prayers said for them in
perpetuity - donations in their wills would confirm this. Many beautiful examples Jenny
shows us convey the immediate connection between the medieval viewers and the imagery
in front of them. They understood that the living were investing in their future life after
death. The medieval preoccupation with death and the perpetual life after is becoming
another constant theme of our journey.
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Day four: Saturday 24 July 2010 From Blyth to Tuxford

Some of us have spent the night in the old Angel Inn and are told that there used to be a
tunnel between it and the church: everywhere local people are keen to add to our
knowledge!

This morning we are joined by more people from
Wakefield; more local members of Retford
Historical Society (some of whom were in Church
last night) are waiting at the beginning of the walk
to accompany us on the two miles stretch of the
route of the funeral between Rushey Inn (where
Margaret Tudor also stopped on her way up to
Scotland to marry James IV) and Jockey Inn.

Joan Board, local author and historian, describes both buildings and their history. Halfway,
at Little Morton, Jen Eccles tells us about the discovery of Roman coins, now in Bassetlaw
Museum.  At the Jockey Inn we are regaled with stories of murders, priestholes up the
chimney, and Dick Turpin!

We drive on to Gainsborough.  Outside Gainsborough Old Hall Pam introduces the building:
the central body is the open plan early medieval hall with adjoining big medieval kitchen.
The addition on the right, built later around the time of the funeral, created
accommodation for the lord; in contrast with life at the castle and in the keep where
security was more important, now it is privacy which becomes important and corridors are
added. On the left also more accommodation was later added for the guests.

Kate entertains us on the spot with an improvised talk about travelling players and how
they used the Hall. In particular she refers to her research into the life of Joseph
Smedley (who later became theatre manager and bought Wakefield theatre). It is a most
fascinating excursion into the development of theatre and acting. Then most of us explore
the Hall and study its relationship with the Wars of the Roses.
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From the nobility to the
peasantry, and we move on to
Laxton where we visit the farm
of Stuart Rose. He takes us to
visit the church and to the site
of the castle, from where we can
see the landscape of the
medieval strips of the three
field crops rotation system of
agriculture. The whole of the
afternoon fits in well with the
talk in the evening by Prof. John
Beckett on “Laxton a medieval
agricultural survival”. At the
farm we had also watched a film made in 1933 and in the Church we had seen the copy of
the famous Pearce map of 1635 to which the speaker repeatedly refers to explain visually
how the system worked and how it changed over the centuries. Laxton survived the
enclosure system and the development of big farms. I like the whole idea of this medieval
way of working together to share and cope with risks, to share the good and the bad land,
to balance the farming cycle and the need for animals.

I notice how, when least we are expecting it, connections
with the events we are remembering appear.  For example on
an outside wall of the church in Laxton is a small statue of
Thomas Rotherham (Lord Chancellor of Edward IV)!

6pm:  After the usual dispersal to accommodation and then
the immediate collection of the travellers again we move on
to Tuxford for the Vespers. Once again the Church fills up;
families from Laxton join in (with a display about their
village); the programmes disappear quickly.

There is palpable expectation
for this evening’s singing. Four
ladies from the congregation
have learned the Latin Vespers
and their singing, accompanied
by the cantor, is sublime. The
whole experience is very
beautiful. And a nice
atmosphere follows during the
lecture when it is clear that our
lecturer knows the people of
Laxton well and can share many
jokes with them.
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Day five:  Sunday 25 July 2010 From Tuxford to Newark

Another sunny day and a lovely drive from Tuxford to Southwell through villages along the
Trent and what was the old London road. We have more members on the bus and there is a
lively exchange of historical knowledge: we all seem very relaxed and free to share
spontaneously what we know of the places we are travelling through. At Southwell Minster
some of us enjoy the beautiful and peaceful service, accompanied by uplifting singing.

We rejoin the group, who
have already explored the
fascinating areas around
the church with Phil Dixon.
Inside the Minster Phil
takes us through its
development.  Possibly an
earlier Saxon church
developed into the chapel
of the manor of the
Archbishop of York, later
established as a Minster
and then replaced with the
building we see now. Phil
describes the major
features of the church,

especially of its Romanesque style and the Romanesque lintel, found by chance, and linked
with the area where the pool was for full immersion baptism until this was banned circa
1280. From here we move into the Chapter House and then to the Bishop’s Palace.

2pm: We drive on to North Muskham where we are expected by the North Muskham
History group. Dr Madge Brown is keen to describe the village, its relatively poor
appearance due to the fact that it was not an estate village.  People from this village used
to walk into Newark for work. Jim Wishart, from Muskham Vale History Group, takes us to
the bank of the Trent, to describe the river crossing. He tells us how in 1790 a causeway,
a famous feat of engineering, was constructed on raised arches to solve the problem of
crossing the floodplains. While I look around I register another example of landscapes
forever changing, the river having been at some point in the past beyond the village we see
now across from us.  We walk along the bank to the beautiful little church of North
Muskham but soon we need to go South Muskham church for tea. So, now, I have in my
mind an undistinguished memory of lovely typical country churches set in quiet graveyards,
with displays in the north aisle of old photos of floods and restorations and displays of
children’s works.

On to Newark, retracing the way the funeral would have taken.

5pm:  After the now well-rehearsed distribution of the travellers to their hotels, we walk
to the Church of St Mary Magdalene where Phil Dixon is ready to bring alive the history of
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this magnificent place where it is easy to imagine the coffin of Richard and his son resting.
What we see now is very much the result of developments over two centuries until in the
years 1420 to 1450 great further additions were made (woodwork, chantry chapels etc).

Newark had begun to grow as a nodal point at the time when Lincoln was beginning to
decline. The burgesses of Newark wanted to spend money on their church, (contrary to
the attitude of the monasteries who saw the parish church as a source of income.) The big
free-standing tower was added and the east end was lengthened, then the south aisle was
enlarged. We move down into the crypt under the high altar to admire the shining silver
treasures. Were reliquaries kept here? This was a place for burial until 1883.

6pm:  Another very moving Service: many people from the town and the villages have
arrived. We all process behind the Clergy, the banner and the helm, into the choir stalls
while the Choir sing the new Motet especially composed, with words based on the funeral
oration for Richard Duke of York. The words of the Vicar are also very moving, linking past
history with the fallen in present wars.

There is a friendly atmosphere at the drinks and food tables, a sense of achievement and
lightened spirits. Somehow the talk fits in well, an excursion in the times of pilgrimages,
which for a long time were considered by serious historians as “amusingly irrelevant”. Dr
David Marcombe explains how in the last 25 years things have changed and Catholic
England is now better understood. He takes us through the research into the literature of
the pilgrimages: guidebooks, lists of places and indulgences, practical documentation and
suggestions, and books on the moral, inner journey of self-understanding. The archaeology
of pilgrimages is also becoming very rich: hospitals, tombstones depicting pilgrims, the
famous Worcester pilgrim excavated in 1987, badges, tokens, ampullas, lists of miracle
cures, distribution of shrines and their clientele, and their popularity. We look in more
detail at holy places, saints and miracles in Lincolnshire: an entertaining and fascinating
excursion into times which seem so strange to our modern mentality, and yet there is
something familiar in the astute men who were running the shrines!
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Day six:  Monday 26 July 2010 From Newark to Grantham

We start the day at Newark Castle with our indefatigable Phil Dixon which pleases me
because I like the way he reaches back to bring us forward to understand how buildings,
places and people have arrived where we now see what is left of them. And so he describes
this immense castle, how it grew under the famous Bishop Alexander, how the impressive
Romanesque arch from the chapel,
found in pieces the under croft and
now in the study centre, shows the
exchange of masons with Shrewsbury.
We climb into the gatehouse, we
descend into the under-croft, we look
at what remains of the great hall and
the private apartments and the rooms
for the guests; it is all just a shell,
albeit with beautiful tracery in the
windows, but it is not difficult to
imagine the most important mourners
spending the night here.

From here we walk through the streets to the market
place, admiring so many building and finally the façade of
the White Hart which, to the mourners crossing the
marketplace at this intersection of roads on the way
south, would have looked resplendent, completely gilded by
1473.

But for now we have to go forward in time and visit the
Town Hall, the proud civic space designed by John Carr,
who himself had been
Mayor of York in 1770.
We sit in the Palladian
Ballroom with the

splendid Adam ceiling to hear the history of the building
before we go through to the rooms where the Mayor
still follows the old  ritualistic way of processing into
the chamber to sit with his council members. We admire
various portraits of past mayors, the vestments, the
hats, the various gifts; we see the portrait of Gladstone
who in 1832 became Newark MP. We even see the family
tree of the Nicholson family, ancestors of the husband
of Wakefield’s famous sculptor Barbara Hepworth! The
whole visit conveys the extent to which the proud
citizens of Newark still preserve their history and
tradition, including the town crier.
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After lunch in a medieval town house, now a restaurant, we drive down to Long Bennington
on the very route of the funeral. The main road passed through it before the bypass, and
in 1175 the village had a Cistercian Priory. The event this afternoon has been humorously
advertised in front of the village hall: “it only happens every 550 years do not miss it.” In
fact many people from the local historical society have come to share with us an
introduction to the development of the village. It is the history of so many villages along
the route, busy in the days of the Great North Road with as many as six inns. We hear of

the turnpike road and of enclosure and
how these changed the layout of the
village. We all walk to the church of St
Swithun’s which would have been there
at the time of the funeral. The
graveyard has now been turned into a
nature reserve, “ God’s Acre”, of which
some are very proud, others very critical.
Just inside the gate a little war
cemetery for Canadian airmen killed in
WW2. Thoughts of war never leave us!

Onward to Grantham for one night in the Angel and Royal Inn but before that we start
with a visit to St Wulfram’s under the guidance of Brian Buttery, a retired Verger. Once
again we hear of a great church funded by the proud rich people of Grantham. Even before
this, there was a big church here because it was on land given by Edward the Confessor
(whose statue is inside the cover of the Font) to his wife as a Royal Game Forest. We hear
of the four hundred years of ongoing enlargements to the church, of the building of the
tower and of the major refurbishment by Scott in 1860.

The visit to the Crypt brings to mind last night’s talk: here used to be kept an arm of St
Wulfram (taken from Crowland after a fire there and never returned because too
lucrative) which attracted so many pilgrims that a one-way system of access to it had to
be created. The Reformation put an end to all this and the arm was never found again! We
go up into the famous Chained Library donated to the Church for the education of all,
containing printed books of divinity and philosophy
(the oldest being from Venice 1472).

6pm: The Friends of St Wulfram have organised a
wonderful surprise for us tonight. Three
professional singers, dressed as monks, experts in
Latin religious music, are singing the Vespers of
the Dead, and the Vicar enters completely the
spirit of it by using Latin too. It is difficult to
assess the reaction of the large congregation but
then everybody is happy when, during wine and
nibbles, the three monks sing jolly medieval
popular songs for us.
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The talk tonight by Phil Dixon starts from the development of the church, and the growth
of what Phil calls “a mismatch of half completed projects”. Then he pursues his theme of
‘Inns and the Great North Road’.  The talk is very beautifully illustrated by pictures and
graphic description of the architectural designs.

Day seven: Tuesday 27 July 2010 From Grantham to Stamford

What a day! We start with an excellent tour of
Grantham with our own guide, Shirley. Very
successfully she conveys the growth of the
town, its trading importance and the
contribution from rich benefactors. Grantham
links in well with our funeral: the town was
ransacked by the Lancastrian army after the
battle of Wakefield, which made its citizens
accept with gratitude Edward IV and his
Charter.  Notwithstanding the rain we walk
through the streets which have kept their
medieval feel. We notice their names, we look
at the Market Cross, we return to St
Wulfram’s from the back passing the King’s
School.

The rain has stopped and after a quick look at the King’s room in the Angel and Royal we
are off to Ellys Manor, the late 15th century home of the Ellys family, rich wool merchants
of the Calais staple. The present proud owner describes the house as the best example of
cultural exchange between England and the Continent at the time of the Northern
Renaissance. The Ellys family traded in the Baltic Sea with the towns of the Hanseatic
League, hence the architectural features of this house. We are told the wall paintings are
the most complete, extensive and important domestic decoration of this date in the
country. Eventually we are given a quick story of the development and decline of the wool
trade and the change of transport from sea to roads and the demise of the local ports.
But what makes Ellys Manor so special now is that it has never been altered.

Today we meet up with friends on a day trip from our Wakefield’s Historical and
Wakefield Civic Societies; they come out of Ellys Manor as we go in but we manage a group
photo. We will see them at our next two destinations the first one being the Pub.

After a quick lunch we go to Boothby Pagnell and,
on our own, we visit this delightful small 13th

century manor house, a “rare survival” of Norman
architecture, very attractive and charming in its
proportions.  At the car park, in the small village
hall a volunteer is reminding us that the toilets are
made available to us.  Once again we experience
the kindness of the locals!
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Our next appointment is with the local Archaeological Society of North and South
Witham. Peter Ball take us to the lovely church in North Witham to look at the Norman
door and the Tower. The vicar joins us and we all walk behind the Banner along the road to
South Witham, while RAF aircrafts manoeuvre above in the sky. The walk passes a site of
very extensive remains of a 1159 Knight Templars Preceptory, The Church of St John’s in
South Witham was the Templar church hence the “star orientation” of the altar,
something our guide is very interested in.

On the bus again to drive past
the site of a battle at
Loosecote Field (1469-1470)
where the rebels led by Robert
Welles were defeated by the
army of Edward IV.  We are
running out of time but we also
still want to see Tickencote
Church and the breath-taking
spectacle of its arch, with its
spectacular carvings, which
contains every motif of Norman
art.

We arrive in a Stamford bathed in warm early evening light, which enhances the warm
colour of its stone buildings. The light of the setting sun also enters the church of St
Martin’s where we are for today’s service and talk. The Church is linked with the Burghley

Estate with massive tombs of the Cecil family
and closed pews. We are no longer surprised
by the number of locals joining us - only
slightly annoyed the programmes are all gone.
The Vespers are a more formal event this
evening, professionally sung by a big choir and
with the addition of pieces clearly chosen for
their link with the theme of our journey! The
Stabat Mater by John Browne (1480-1521)
and the Introit “Woefully arrayed” by W.
Cornysle (1462-1523) are a mournful lament
about death.

The music links in very well with the talk on Heraldic Funerals by Dr Julien Litten.
There is something wrong with the sound system, I think, and from where I sit I hear
intermittently but enough to get the general sense of the talk. This is about the ritual of
medieval funerals - and in particular the one we are remembering - which had been
imported from France: the strict hierarchical classification; the different types of
funerals and prices and different accoutrements; the role, the power and the decline of
the Royal College of Arms.
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Day eight: Wednesday 28 July 2010 Around Stamford

A more leisurely start for the tour of
Stamford with a blue badge guide today,
Jill  Collinge, a tour which recaptures so
many of the themes of the past days.
Stamford, the town of stone on the
treacherous river Welland, with its rich
wool trade by river to the ports of Boston
and King’s Lynne; with almhouses endowed
by rich merchants keen to insure
themselves spiritually for perpetuity;  and
with the George Inn once the Holy
Sepulchre, to house pilgrims and crusaders.
Edward IV was helped by Stamford’s inhabitants at the battle of Loosecote and, grateful,
he gave them the three lions on the town shield. We admire St Mary’s  broach spire (a
church loved by Sir Walter Scott). We walk down St Mary’s street, with its fine medieval
hall. We admire the Georgian houses and notice the changes in fashion. Maiden Lane
reflects the return from the east and the use of Arabic names - “maidan” the road that
links two markets. We pass the Market, the Shambles, on to the Church of All Saints. We
see the place where Charles I spent his last night: Barn Hill House an annexe to Burghley
House! We are shown the place where the castle stood and the Eleanor Cross.

Then to Browne’s Hospital, which would have been almost completed by the time of our
funeral. Here again we appreciate fully the richness of the wool trade (and symbols of it
abound in the stained windows). The Chapel with its beautiful window survived through the
Reformation despite being a chantry and we can still admire the misericords and the altar
stone (this having been hidden away). It is a much-loved place which, with many additions,
still offers a home to people, as its founders would have wanted.

2 pm:  We travel out to Longthorpe Tower to admire
the medieval wall paintings, a feast for the eyes, and a
stimulus to a lot of discussions about the themes
represented and the possible interpretation and use of
such images.  Then a much longer visit to Apethorpe
Manor, at one time the house of Guy Wolston the
Constable of Fotheringhay Castle. And here we truly
travel from the late medieval time, the various
families who owned it, to the famous royal guests,
Elizabeth I,  James I, Charles I, through to its recent
past as a Catholic approved school . We look at the
renovation English Heritage has done so far.  We study
the different styles of architecture in the courtyard,
before moving to the suite of rooms upstairs with

splendid ceilings and fireplaces. We look at these in detail as they celebrate the
attributes of King James I, the merciful, the just, the peacemaker, the translator of the
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Bible, etc.  It is a real pleasure to have such
an enthusiastic guide who brings alive every
piece of stone and fills us in with all sorts
of juicy gossip, even taking us up onto the
roof.

We must return to base but we stop again,
before entering the town, to look at the
interesting Benedictine Priory of St
Leonard not far from the place of the
White Friars where the coffins rested for
the night.

 Alas, this was one night when
there was no Vespers, so we
didn’t have to rush. Instead we
all gathered for a drink in the
bar of the old George Inn. By
sheer coincidence it was my
birthday.

Day nine: Thursday 29th July  Stamford to Fotheringhay.

Another day of mental and visual travelling through the ages. We start at Barnack
Quarries ( Hills and Holes Nature Reserve) The Romans quarried limestone here and what
we see now are their “slag heaps “ covered by grassland. Later the limestone has been used
for the great Cathedrals (Ely, Peterborough) and for houses, as we have seen. The stone
was called Barnack rag. Our guide, Bob, tells us of the way flora and fauna are managed
and of the findings from the past: mason’s marks, edgings, pieces cut for specific use. This
creates a problem with thefts and damage to the place, which is famous for its flowers. By
walking around we get the feel of this beautiful area, so peaceful and evocative; I am sure
if I lived near I would want to come and see it in all seasons.

Another- our last - walk following the banner into Nassington, with lunch in an historic pub
and then on to the Prebendal Manor, which started as a typical Anglo-Saxon estate with
the working industry of the time (and this is recorded in the Museum). King Canute was a
guest here in 1016.  Henry I gave it to Lincoln Cathedral and the Prebend of Nassington
had his stall in the Cathedral Choir until 1836 when the Prebendaries were disbanded. The
present owner takes us around pinpointing the history of the place, the various alterations
due to the changes in architectural tastes and all the work they have done to return the
manor as much as possible to the medieval appearance. More links with our funeral: Lionel
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Woodville brother-in-law of Edward IV lived here in the 15th century, and so did Walter of
Fotheringhay (the founder of Balliol College Oxford) in the 13th century.

 The visit to the medieval garden
has us all enthralled. It has been
lovingly recreated following
illustrations and literature
sources. We see the area of the
leisure garden with symbolic
plants, like the fig tree, irises
etc, the area of the poisonous
plants, the herb garden, the
vineyard, the tools ...and the
immense dovecote, too!  Alas, we
have to leave for our final
destination.

“Fotheringhay on a warm summer’s
day is a magical place” writes
Simon Jenkins in his book
‘England’s Thousand Best
Churches’. And from the top of
Fotheringhay Castle mound I
begin to fall under the spell of the
place. A member of the group
reads the history of the castle,
especially of the changes done by
Edmund Langley, first Duke of
York. Edward IV also was very
fond of it and granted it to his mother. Through the very small village we see many
references to Richard III and I think of him as the main mourner following his father’s
and brother’s coffins. Later during the service a wreath will be put on his tomb.

Another
member of our
group guides
us through the
church and
finally we are
all here, again
with many
locals
attracted by
the event and
this time many
dignitaries.
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After a talk by Sofija Matich on the Elizabethan tombs, the
service of Compline can start with our regular procession of
the banner and the helm. The singing is again superb. The
prayers of the Bishop, his brief sermon and the words of the
Duke of Gloucester afterwards are a perfect and sombre
conclusion to our journey. We are invited to think about the
value of history, the pursuit of truth, the contemplation of
the results of wars and the importance of studying the past
to redress the wrong done to the memory of the victims.  And
we are made to notice that we have given homage to the
burial of the one who lost the battle!


